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ABSTRACT
Yamamoto et. al.[6] have discovered that cooperation can
be robustly maintained in a metanorms game by introduc-
ing into the population a small number of agents that always
act non-cooperatively. They call this a "social vaccine" ef-
fect. In this paper we focus on the implications of a social
vaccine. We therefore consider a model where there is a con-
stant �ow of newcomers into the population. How strictly
should non-cooperators be eliminated from the newcomers
in such a model? In this paper, by assuming a case where
cooperative participants and non-cooperative participants
are trying to participate in a population where metanorms
are functioning, we investigate how well cooperation within
the population is maintained by a strict population manage-
ment policy where only cooperative participants are allowed
to participate, and a simple population management policy
where non-cooperative participants are admitted to some
extent.
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1. METANORMS GAME WITH NEWCOM-
ERS

The metanorms game[1] is a well-known model for main-
taining norms in a population. As an extension of the n-
person prisoner's dilemma, this game provides an excellent
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model for studying how norms are maintained in a pop-
ulation without a centralized authority, such as problems
involving cooperation on international a�airs. For example,
Heck[2] and Horne[3] performed a psychological experiment
in which metanorms were shown to exist.
We consider a situation where there is an in�ux of new

participants into a population. Assuming a case where co-
operative participants and non-cooperative participants are
attempting to join a population, we discuss what sort of
control policy is e�ective for maintaining cooperation when
the population operates a strict control policy of only admit-
ting cooperative participants, and when it operates a simple
control policy where non-cooperative participants are also
admitted to some extent. It could be said that this is a
highly abstracted model of the problem of whether the sta-
bility of a society is more e�ectively maintained by adopting
an immigration policy of only admitting people who have a
strong a�nity with the country's policies, or by adopting a
lenient policy and accepting some degree of risk.
We consider groups on a social network with a population

size of 100. However, a metanorms model featuring mutual
surveillance among all members of a group leads to an upper
limit in the number of group members due to cognitive limits
and that a system of mutual surveillance is an unrealistic,
severe restriction. In light of these criticisms, extending the
metanorms game to a partial group[5] and limiting the study
to mutual surveillance in a small world network[4] have been
proposed. In order to understand the basic properties of the
model, the initial state of the network structure is assumed
to be a non-oriented regular network. The average degree
of the population is D.
The agents play a metanorms game on a network where

they are all interconnected by links. An agent j that has
been defected by agent i and has received a payo� of H is
an agent with a link to agent i, and an agent capable of
punishing agent i must also have a link to this agent. In the
evolution process, agents that are capable of becoming the
parent of each agent must also be linked agents.
At the stage where the �rst generation of the metanorms

game has completed, the F agents with the lowest pay-
o�s in the population are withdrawn. An equal number
of agents are then admitted to the population. The strate-
gies of these newly admitted agents are discussed below.
Newcomer agents are linked with randomly selected exist-



Figure 1: E�ect of a social vaccine in newcomers

ing agents up to the average degree (D).
A wide variety of policies can be considered with regard

to how newcomers are controlled, but in this paper we as-
sume a simple model to observe the e�ects of the social
vaccine. Here, newcomers are assumed to be either good or
bad. In this context, a bad newcomer refers to a social vac-
cine. The population control policy is expressed as a level
of rigor ranging from a strict monitoring policy where bad
newcomers are never admitted, to a lenient policy where a
blind eye is turned to these admissions to some extent.
Speci�cally, the strategy of good newcomers is taken to be

(B, V ) = (0, 0), and the strategy of bad newcomers is taken
to be (B, V ) = (1, 0) where B and V stand for boldness and
vengefulness, respectively, as well as Axelrod[1]. The degree
of rigor is expressed as the number R out of F newcom-
ers for which a blind eye is turned to the admission of bad
individuals (R ≤ F ).
For the payo� parameters of this section, we used the same

values as in the Axelrod's experiment[1], i.e., T = 3, H =
−1, E = −2 and P = −9. Also, the strategies (B, V ) of
�rst-generation agents are each given by uniform random
numbers.

2. RESULTS
We analyze the e�ects of control rigor on the numbers

and in�ux of newcomer agents, with the average degree D
�xed at 20 the same as the population size of Axelrod's basic
model (Fig. 1). Each of the graphs in Fig. 1 shows a plot of
R on the horizontal axis and the average values of B and V
of a population at the end of the simulation on the horizontal
axis, for values of F ranging from 1 through 6.
When the number of newcomers is F = 1 (Fig. 1(a)),

in the state where R = 0 - i.e., where bad individuals are
completely prevented from entering the population and only
good people can enter - it can be seen that cooperation is
not achieved. However, when R = 1 - i.e., when newcomer
agents adopt a defection strategy - cooperation is achieved
at a high level. Similarly, when F = 2 (Fig. 1(b)), coop-
eration is not achieved when R = 0 but is achieved when
bad agents are admitted. A similar trend was observed for

F ≥ 3, but with a gradual increase in the threshold value of
R for which the social vaccine functions e�ectively. For ex-
ample, when the number of newcomer agents is F = 4 (Fig.
1(d)), a value of R = 1 indicates the state where one bad
individual (social vaccine) enters the population, while the
other new entrants are all good. In this case, cooperation is
not achieved. However, cooperation is achieved when R = 2.
Cooperation is also maintained for R = 3 and R = 4, albeit
not to as great an extent as for R = 2.
A characteristic feature of these experimental results is

that the value of V for the population (i.e., its vindictive-
ness with regard to defection) di�ers widely in the vicinity
of the threshold value at which cooperation is achieved, and
is maintained at a high level in environments where coop-
eration is achieved. Speci�cally, the admission of a certain
level of social vaccine into a population prevents the value
of V for the group from decreasing, and as a result realizes
a society that is robust against defection. This phenomenon
resembles the immune function of resistance to a pathogen
whereby inoculation with a weakened pathogen leads to the
creation of antibodies to the pathogen. We call this a "social
vaccine" e�ect.

3. CONCLUSION
We assumed a state where there is a constant in�ux of

new participants into the population in a metanorms game,
and we analyzed what sort of admissions policy the popu-
lation should apply to newcomers in order to ensure that
cooperation is robustly maintained. For simplicity, we ex-
pressed the admissions policy as the degree to which a blind
eye is turned to the admission of uncooperative agents when
fully cooperative agents and fully non-cooperative agents are
both trying to enter the population.
In simulation experiments, we found that cooperation col-

lapses in populations where entrants are subject to constant
rigorous monitoring so that only cooperative agents are al-
lowed to enter, but conversely cooperation is maintained at
a high level when the entry of non-cooperative agents is
overlooked to some extent.
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